Lymphocytes have always been among the prime targets in gene therapy, even more so since chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells have reached the clinic. However, other gene therapeutic approaches hold great promise as well. The first part of this review provides an overview of current strategies in lymphocyte gene therapy. The second part highlights the importance of precise gene delivery into B and T cells as well as distinct subtypes of lymphocytes. This can be achieved with lentiviral vectors (LVs) pseudotyped with engineered glycoproteins recognizing lymphocyte surface markers as entry receptors. Different strategies for envelope glycoprotein engineering and selection of the targeting ligand are discussed. With a CD8-targeted LV that was recently used to achieve proof of principle for the in vivo reprogramming of CAR T cells, these vectors are becoming a key tool to genetically engineer lymphocytes directly in vivo.
Lymphocytes in Gene Therapy
Gene therapy looks back to a history of around 30 years. Since its early days, cells of the hematopoietic system, including lymphocytes, have been among the prime targets of research and clinical applications. In fact, the first clinical trial was performed in adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiency-mediated severe combined immunodeficiency (ADA-SCID) patients by transferring an intact ADA gene copy into the patients' T lymphocytes by an ex vivo gene delivery approach using g-retroviral vectors. 1 Although cure of this and other inherited immunodeficiencies in the end turned out to require gene delivery into hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), B and T lymphocytes have remained in the focus. With two chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell products having achieved marketing authorization, genetically modified T cells are major contributors to the success story of cancer immunotherapy. 2 However, many other promising approaches for engineering of both, T and B cells, have been developed to date, which are summarized below as well.
T Lymphocytes
Equipping T cells with recombinant receptors recognizing antigens on diseased cells, be it CARs or T cell receptors (TCRs), represents one of the most innovative and successful strategies of T cell engineering for therapeutic purposes to date. Recombinant TCRs have been most extensively studied in the context of cancer, with the first TCR specific for the tumor-associated antigen MART-1 (melanoma-associated antigen recognized by T cells) applied clinically already in 2006. 3 Today, many clinical trials have shown that TCR therapy can be beneficial for patients, with promising results obtained for melanoma, synovial cell sarcoma, and myeloma. [4] [5] [6] Consequently, new studies are on the way involving both well-characterized and new lead TCRs with novel specificities for the treatment of various cancer types. 7, 8 In comparison to response rates achieved with TCR T cell therapy, CAR T cells have been even more successful, as illustrated by the recent approval of the CD19-CAR T cell products Kymriah and Yescarta by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA). 9, 10 Efforts are being put into improving the CAR technology to increase safety and efficacy, reduce production costs, and make it applicable beyond hematological malignancies. Consequently, the number of clinical trials continues to increase exponentially.
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In addition, TCR and CAR therapies are now being expanded beyond cancer treatment. Regulatory T cells (Treg cells) representing the immunosuppressive arm of the T cell response have also been modified with CARs. For instance, an approach for the treatment of alloreactivity after organ transplantation used CAR Treg cells recognizing the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) A2. 12 In autoimmunity, Tregs are equipped with CARs specific for self-antigens, 13, 14 in some studies in combination with engineered expression of FOXP3. 15 For treatment of antibody-mediated autoimmune disease, the autoantigen has been presented as an extracellular domain of the chimeric receptor, resulting in T cells redirected to anti-autoantigen B cell receptors that eliminated autoreactive B cells. 16 Expanding this approach, it was recently shown that Treg cells expressing such an inverse CAR inhibit autoreactive B cells in a mouse model of hemophilia A.
To increase T cell responses, cytokine or chemokine receptors as well as costimulatory receptors can be introduced. For instance, expression of CX3CR1 in T cells has improved T cell trafficking in preclinical tumor models. 18 Likewise, genetic knockout of inhibitory receptors such as programmed death-1 (PD1) can improve T cell functions. 19 Moreover, hybrid receptors have been introduced that combine the extracellular domain of an inhibitory receptor with the intracellular part of an activating receptor, thus converting the inhibitory signal into an activating one. Examples include a PD1 extracellular domain fused to a CD28 intracellular domain 20 and an interleukin (IL)-4 receptor displaying the IL-7 receptor signaling domain. 21, 22 Both approaches have resulted in superior antitumoral activities against large solid tumors established in mouse models over conventional CAR T cells used as controls. Besides, cytokine secretion can be engineered into CAR T cells in order to alter the immune environment within the tumor. Inducible release of IL-18 was recently shown to be superior over IL-12 with respect to safety and efficacy in a mouse model of melanoma. 23 Finally, a lot of effort is currently put into gene therapy concepts targeting HIV-infected cells. 24, 25 Here, T cells have been modified to express antisense transcripts in an attempt to confer protection from HIV infection. 26 Similarly, the modification of T cells with membrane-anchored peptides inhibiting cell-virus fusion as well as TCRs recognizing viral antigens has been explored as a treatment option for HIV patients resistant to antiretroviral therapy. 27, 28 Chronically or even latently infected cells are within special focus of ongoing anti-HIV strategies. Here, genome-modifying enzymes, such as transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) or CRISPR/Cas that precisely cleave the HIV provirus out of the cellular genome, as well as RNAi attacking viral RNA transcripts have appeared as promising novel tools. 29 However, efficient delivery into resting T lymphocytes in vivo will be crucial for each of these strategies.
B Lymphocytes
As main players of the humoral immune response, B lymphocytes have been in the focus of genetic modification strategies as well. Best known for their ability to produce antigen-specific immunoglobulins, they can also act as antigen-presenting cells (APCs) to induce specific immune activation or immune tolerance. Given these essential functions, the genetic modification of B cells is of great interest for both, basic research and therapeutic applications. For instance, B lymphocytes were modified to express costimulatory molecules or pro-inflammatory cytokines for the improvement of their antigen-presenting function. Lee and colleagues 30 could demonstrate enhanced antigen presentation by B cells that co-expressed the costimulatory ligands OX40L and 4-1BBL and the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-12p40, which led to the induction of an antigen-specific T cell response in vitro. A similar approach was used to improve immune recognition of B cell malignancies. Introduction of CD80 and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) into leukemic B cells ex vivo induced an anti-leukemic immune response. 31 In autoimmune disease, engineering of antigen presentation by B cells can be used to induce immune tolerance, e.g., by delivering genes encoding antigen-immunoglobulin G (IgG) fusion proteins. 32, 33 B cells and plasma cells in particular constitute nature's protein-producing factories able to secrete large amounts of antibodies. This unique ability can be hijacked by modifying the cells to secrete a monoclonal antibody or another therapeutic protein of choice. Taking advantage of this strategy, B cells were engineered to secrete neutralizing antibodies or antibody derivatives for the treatment of HIV [34] [35] [36] and hepatitis C virus (HCV). 37 A very interesting recent study by Hung and colleagues 38 achieved expression of human factor IX (FIX) and B cell-activating factor in human plasma cells by gene editing. Engineered human primary B cells secreting FIX have also been generated by lentiviral transduction. 39 Transplantation of the modified cells into immunodeficient mice resulted in high-level expression of the therapeutic proteins in both studies, thus providing proof of concept for these novel therapeutic options to treat hemophilia.
Technical Challenges When Transducing Lymphocytes
Current approaches for lymphocyte engineering mainly rely on ex vivo gene transfer protocols. Following their isolation from either healthy donors or patients, the cells are activated and subsequently transduced by lentiviral vectors (LVs), the majority of which is pseudotyped with the glycoprotein G of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). The modified lymphocytes are then expanded and either used in functional in vitro assays or used for in vivo applications.
While ex vivo modification of B lymphocytes is possible and has been successfully applied as outlined above, it is not an easy task. Stable and efficient transduction of B cells by LVs is very difficult to achieve. Quiescent B cells are restrictive to transduction by conventional VSV G-pseudotyped LVs (VSV-LVs) due to a lack of low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) expression, 40 and, thus, they have to be activated prior to transduction. Efficient activation and culture of primary human B lymphocytes is tedious, as it involves carefully titrated activating stimuli in combination with cytokines followed by co-cultivation with feeder cells. 41 Even under optimal activation and culture conditions, transduction efficiencies with VSV-LVs are notoriously low. The combination of all these difficulties may well serve as an explanation for the much lower number of clinical trials involving engineered B cells as compared to T cells.
In comparison, T lymphocyte manipulation by lentiviral transduction is easier to achieve. Still, the cells have to be activated prior to transduction with conventional VSV-LV, because, like B cells, they are otherwise not susceptible for transduction, again due to a lack of LDLR expression. 40 Mainly due to the paramount success of CAR T cell therapy, the protocols for T cell isolation, activation, lentiviral transduction, and expansion have been extensively improved in recent years. Current state-of-the-art T cell activation relies on stimulation of the TCR activation pathway via CD3-and CD28-specific antibodies in combination with cytokines such as IL-7 and IL-15. 42, 43 The need for activation of lymphocytes prior to transduction with conventional LVs harbors some disadvantages. First, it adds to the complexity of the overall procedure, involving additional steps before transduction of the cells can be carried out. This increases duration and costs of the manufacturing process. Second, the stimuli applied for activation in combination with the prolonged ex vivo culture likely change the cells, which can negatively impact on the quality of the final product. As a result, naive cells could differentiate into less preferential phenotypes that exhibit a higher degree of exhaustion, lower proliferative capacity, shorter in vivo persistence, and less functionality. This can have very important implications for therapeutic success. For instance, it has been shown that a central memory (CD45RO + /CD45RA + /CD62L + ) or stem cell memory (CD45RO + / CD45RA À /CD62L + ) 44 phenotype is beneficial for T cell persistence and function in vivo. 45 In this regard, a positive correlation of a CAR T cell central memory phenotype and a positive clinical response has been observed in several clinical studies, 42, 46, 47 and, consequently, the infusion of purified central memory CAR T cells is now being investigated as well. 48 Likewise, a central memory phenotype leads to functionally superior TCR-modified T cells. 49 Minimal manipulation of lymphocytes during genetic modification is thus of tremendous clinical relevance.
Substantial progress toward transducing resting lymphocytes has been achieved by replacing the VSV G by envelopes of viruses that use a receptor expressed on quiescent cells for cell entry. Examples include the glycoproteins of measles virus (MV) [50] [51] [52] or the envelope protein of Baboon endogenous retrovirus (BaEV), 39, 53 which have been successfully used for the ex vivo modification of fully resting or minimally stimulated lymphocytes. The BaEV-pseudotyped LV was initially found to transduce mildly stimulated human HSCs at very high efficiency, thereby clearly outperforming VSV-LV. 53 Subsequently, its clinical relevance was demonstrated by a study using the vector to deliver FIX into in vivo-differentiated human plasma B cells. 39 Following transduction by BaEV-LV FIX in vitro, functional secretion of FIX by the transduced plasma cells was observed. Importantly, upon transplantation into immunodeficient hosts, function and long-term secretion of FIX was achieved, demonstrating engraftment of the transduced cells and the stability of gene transfer in vivo.
Transduction of quiescent cells of the hematopoietic system has also been achieved with particular receptor-targeted LVs (see below). Their advantage over the use of heterologous envelope proteins lies in the option to freely choose the entry receptor and, thus, control the cell type-specific gene transfer. Strategies for the required engineering process as well as the use of receptor-targeted LVs for ex vivo and in vivo applications are described in the following sections.
Strategies for LV Engineering
Transferring the gene of interest to the relevant cell type in a timely and spatially specific manner has been one of the most challenging tasks in gene delivery. Current applications in gene therapy have translated LVs into the clinic that mediate efficient gene delivery and, equally important, allow large-scale good manufacturing practice (GMP)-compliant production. That these LVs exert a broad tropism and deliver genes also into therapy-irrelevant cells have not been of concern so far, since gene delivery was performed ex vivo and the therapeutic genes were not harmful when delivered to therapy-irrelevant cells.
While this approach has been successful for the treatment of many fatal genetic diseases, it also has its limitations, especially when it comes to in vivo gene delivery. Accordingly, different strategies restricting gene expression to cell types of choice have been established, including, for example, cell type-specific promoters and microRNA (miRNA) target sequences. 54 These approaches combine selective gene expression with the GMP-compatible VSV glycoprotein, and, therefore, may have straightforward access to the clinic. However, promoter targeting is not available for every therapeutically relevant cell type. This holds true also for lymphocytes and their subsets, despite an initial report on a CD4 gene-derived minimal promoter. 55 In contrast to promoter targeting, entry-targeting strategies for LVs are readily available for any desired cell type. Importantly, entry targeting enables lymphocyte-restricted lentiviral gene transfer without the need for lymphocyte-specific promoters. For example, targeting ligands that bind to T cell surface markers with high affinity can be displayed on the LV particles. This way, gene delivery and subsequent transgene expression are restricted to the respective T cell subtype, even when controlled by strong and ubiquitous promoters. 56, 57 Notably, this approach can simultaneously influence the biodistribution of vector particles by preventing their loss to therapyirrelevant cells. Moreover, receptor targeting can be beneficial for cell physiology via cell surface receptor contact, thus, e.g., enabling the activation of lymphocytes. 58 How does entry targeting work? There are essentially three components: First, a targeting ligand exhibiting high affinity for the cell surface receptor of choice has to be displayed on the LV particle surface. This by its own, if properly done, mediates binding of the particles to the cell type of interest, but not entry and transduction. 59 Second, viral glycoproteins mediating cell entry must be present. If these are unmodified in their natural receptor recognition, cells expressing the natural entry receptor will be transduced as well. This results in the transduction of target receptor-negative but natural receptor-positive cells. For instance, co-display of unmodified glycoproteins like VSV G with a targeting ligand resulted in preferential transduction of target receptor-positive cells, 60 an effect likely depending on the relative binding affinities for the target receptor and the natural entry receptor. Yet, these vectors require expression of the VSV G receptor LDLR for entry. Consequently, they are not only capable of transducing non-relevant LDLR + cells but also incompatible with resting LDLR À lymphocytes ( Figure 1 ). Thus, while this approach can be helpful for improving the transduction efficiency of rare cell types, it does not confer true cell type-specific gene delivery to these cells. The latter spares delivery to non-relevant cells and tissues and requires a third engineering step, namely the destruction of natural receptor binding. This task has not yet been achieved for any viral glycoprotein having receptor binding and membrane fusion combined in one polypeptide, as it is the case for VSV G or the retroviral envelope proteins. In this regard, an approach incorporating a truncated VSV G along with a membrane-anchored targeting ligand into LV particles 61 ( Figure 1 ) yielded promising first results, but it was later shown to mediate the transduction of non-target cells. 62 Destroying natural receptor binding while preserving membrane fusion activity has been accomplished for viral glycoprotein complexes in which the receptor attachment and membrane fusion functions are split on two polypeptides (Figure 1 ). In particular, this refers to the alphaviral glycoprotein complex E of Sindbis virus (SINV) 63 and the glycoproteins of paramyxoviruses using proteins (not sugar 65 and Nipah virus (NiV). 66 Notably, alphaviruses and paramyxoviruses use different entry modes (Figure 2 ). While both rely on membrane fusion, alphaviral glycoproteins, similar to VSV G, become fusogenic through the low pH encountered in endosomes. This trigger for conformational changes in the SINV E1 protein is essential for membrane fusion and, thus, cell entry. 67 Accordingly, LV particles pseudotyped with these proteins exhibit the same entry mechanism. The paramyxovirus glycoproteins, in contrast, mediate cell entry directly at the cell membrane in a pH-independent manner. Here, receptor contact is the trigger for fusion activation.
This fundamental difference in entry has direct consequences for LV particles pseudotyped with these glycoproteins. VSV-LVs or LVs pseudotyped with targeted SINV glycoproteins require endocytosis of the targeted receptors for entry, and they are substantially reduced in the gene delivery efficiency when endocytosis is blocked. This was nicely illustrated when SINV-LV was targeted against the T lymphocyte marker CD4, which is endocytosed via the clathrin pathway. 68 In sharp contrast, blocking of endocytosis in cells incubated with MV-LVs targeted to Her2/neu, a tumor surface antigen undergoing frequent endocytosis, resulted in substantially enhanced transduction, while LV particles pseudotyped with MV glycoproteins using the natural receptor CD46 were unaffected under these conditions. 69 This shows that receptor-targeted LVs based on alphaviral and paramyxoviral glycoproteins have basically different demands on the properties of their target receptors. While for alphaviral LVs endocytosis of the target receptor is important, paramyxoviral LVs can cope equally well with target receptors undergoing no, occasional, or frequent endocytosis. In the latter case, transduction can be enhanced by blocking endocytosis, thereby prolonging the presence of the LV particles at the cell membrane.
Although LVs pseudotyped with receptor-targeted NiV or MV glycoproteins rely on pH-independent entry at the cell membrane, they yet differ in their target receptor requirements. Interestingly, NiV-LVs appear to have a very precise requirement for a maximal distance of the target receptor binding site from the cell membrane, which may not be exceeded for efficient gene delivery to occur. While this distance hypothesis fits well with the architecture of the fusion protein in its fusion active state, it was surprising to observe this effect only for NiV-LVs, but not MV-LVs. 66 Based on the very similar dimensions of their fusion proteins, both LV particle types should actually have similar distance requirements. Yet, MV-LV entry proved to be distance independent despite this similarity. What differs between these particles is glycoprotein density: NiV-LV particles contain approximately four times more glycoprotein than MV-LVs. 66 It is, therefore, likely that NiV-LV particles form multiple receptor contacts, and, thus a more rigid complex with target cells than MVLVs. The latter contact fewer receptors, and, therefore, they may still have some flexibility to compensate for a binding site that exceeds the maximal distance from the cell membrane ( Figure 3 ). Selecting ligands that bind to membrane-proximal domains on the target receptor is thus an important aspect to be taken into account when designing novel NiV-LVs. Since these are usually not neutralized by human serum, they are preferable over MV-LVs when it comes to in vivo gene delivery.
Targeting Ligands
A critical component of receptor-targeted LVs is the targeting ligand, since it has to mediate highly affine and selective binding to the target receptor of choice. Most often, recombinant antibody molecules have been used for this purpose. In the context of the SINV E glycoproteins, complete Ig molecules have been incorporated into the LV envelope membrane. 70 Alternatively, single-chain variable fragments (scFvs) are displayed on the glycoprotein either as genetic fusion or via bridging proteins 71, 72 ( Figure 4) . The scFvs are composed of the antigen-binding domains derived from the heavy (VH) and the light (VL) chains of the IgG molecule and connected via an artificial linker domain. 73 Accordingly, scFvs can be assembled at the genetic level from available or cloned sequences of monoclonal antibodies, or they are directly selected from phage display libraries. 74 An inherent problem with scFvs is their tendency to aggregate by the formation of intermolecular VH-VL pairing. This instability varies from scFv to scFv and can be differentially pronounced when fused to the envelope glycoprotein and displayed on the surface of LV particles. In this setting, an unstable scFv can lead to aggregated vector particles resulting in low titers, or even the complete absence of the corresponding fusion protein due to a lack of cell surface expression in producer cells. 75 The latter is an indispensable requirement for proper incorporation and surface display of the scFv on the LV particle. Cell surface expression upon transfection of the corresponding expression plasmid should, therefore, always be the first test when a new type of receptor-targeted LV is being generated.
From our experience, roughly half of the generated fusion proteins, consisting of MV hemagglutinin (H) and the candidate scFv, were properly expressed at the cell surface, and then gave rise to active receptor-targeted LVs. While the generation of an LV targeted with a new ligand is basically a trial-and-error type of process, Friedel et al. 75 demonstrated that it is possible to convert a non-functional CD30-specific scFv into a scFv that mediates selective gene transfer into CD30-positive cells. This was achieved by introducing mutations in the framework regions of the scFv, while leaving the complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) untouched. The mutations had been identified by aligning the sequences of the VH and VL chains against sequences of antibodies of matching germlines. By systematically assessing the contribution of each amino acid mutation, the authors nicely demonstrated the positive correlation between physical properties of the scFv, such as thermostability and low tendency to aggregate, with the gene delivery activity of the corresponding CD30-LV. Although this approach can, in principle, be transferred to any scFv, it must be stressed that the molecular basis for the Endosomal acidification and the resulting pH drop lead to conformational changes in the glycoproteins and subsequent fusion with the endosomal membrane, enabling the capsid core containing the viral RNA to enter the cytoplasm and translocate to the nucleus. Right: in contrast, paramyxoviral receptor-targeted LVs use a pH-independent entry mechanism and enter the cell directly at the plasma membrane. By receptor binding, conformational changes result in activation of the fusion protein F, which mediates active fusion with the host cell membrane and release of the capsid core into the cytoplasm, from where it translocates to the nucleus. instability of scFvs is only partly understood. Such predictions from sequence analysis may, therefore, not always be successful.
Besides scFvs, other formats of recombinant antibodies, such as nanobodies, have been applied for LV receptor targeting. 76 Since nanobodies are composed of a single antigen-binding domain, they are more stable than scFvs, and may, therefore, be better suited for LV targeting. However, there is by now more experience with another type of targeting ligand, which is the designed ankyrin repeat protein (DARPin) 77 ( Figure 4 ). Derived from cellular ankyrin proteins, these repeat proteins assemble as two or three a-helical repeat structures (33 amino acids each) and N-and C-terminal capping domains. Residues in the loop regions of each repeat form the binding surface. Notably, DARPins fold with rapid kinetics and are much more stable than scFvs. They were found to be compatible not only with the display on LV particles but also on the capsid of adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector particles, which do not tolerate VP2 capsid protein fusions with scFvs. 78, 79 DARPins are selected from synthetic libraries covering more than 10 12 variants. For selection, ribosomal display is applied, which is completely cell free and hence compatible with the screening of such large repertoires. Recently, the DARPin screening process and a novel DARPin library were adapted to the specific requirements of viral vectors. 80 In this process, the extracellular part of the target receptor of choice is expressed in 293T cells and then provided as purified bait for selection. By choosing particular domains of the receptor, it is possible to control the exact binding site of the LV particle on the target receptor. Moreover, affinity maturation steps to reduce the off-rate of the DARPin receptor complex as well as counter-selections using related receptor proteins can be integrated. This way, the generation of LVs binding to such related receptors, and in consequence exhibiting reduced selectivity, can be prevented. An impressive example is the identification of a DARPin that can be used to target the glutamate receptor subunit 4 (GluA4), without recognition of the closely related GluA1-3 receptors. 80 Besides synthetic binding domains, also natural ligands such as cytokines have been applied. These have initially been used to overcome the block in gene delivery in resting lymphocytes observed with g-retroviral vectors or VSV-LV. Accordingly, cytokines such as IL-7 were displayed on the particle surface to activate lymphocytes. IL-7 is an important cytokine for lymphocyte development and T cell homeostasis. Its receptor (IL7R) is expressed on precursor cells of both lymphocyte lineages as well as adult T cells. To preferentially target lymphocytes and simultaneously apply an activating stimulus to the cells, Verhoeyen and coworkers 81 fused the full-length human IL-7 to the murine leukemia virus (MLV) Env glycoprotein and coincorporated this chimera along with VSV G into LV particles. The resulting vector transduced quiescent T lymphocytes without affecting their naive phenotypes, but it still induced minimal activation of the cells, as judged by CD25 and CD71 upregulation. Remarkably, IL7-MLV/VSV-LV retained the ability of IL-7 to promote T cell survival, as the cells could be cultured without the addition of cytokines after transduction. While this example nicely illustrates that surface engineering can influence the physiology of the targeted cell, these vector particles are not selective for T or B cells, because MLV Env and VSV G are still functional, and consequently, any cell expressing the natural receptors of MLV or VSV can be transduced. The vector particles are, thus, rather preferentially targeted to lymphocytes, which limits their application to ex vivo approaches. However, owing to their capability to transduce quiescent cells, they are a promising tool for the ex vivo modification of lymphocytes.
B Lymphocyte-Targeted LVs
For the generation of truly cell type-specific LVs, the targeted receptor should ideally be exclusively expressed on the target cell population. There are two candidates that make an excellent pick for B Due to the high glycoprotein density on the particle surface, NiV-LVs make multiple receptor contacts, which results in a rigid position of the particle-target receptor complex and a fixed distance from the target cell membrane. If this distance exceeds 210 Å , which is the distance covered by fusion-active F protein, 66 insertion of the fusion peptide of the F protein into the cell membrane and subsequent fusion cannot take place.
lymphocyte targeting due to their expression in cells of the B cell lineage, but not in any other cell type ( Table 1 ). The first is the cell surface marker CD20, a protein expressed on B cells in all stages of development with the exception of early pro-and pre-B cells, plasma blasts, and plasma cells. 82 The second candidate marker for B cell targeting is CD19, which is present on all cells of the B lymphocyte lineage except terminally differentiated plasma cells. 83 Both proteins are thought to play a role in B cell activation. 83, 84 The first truly B lymphocyte-specific LV was generated using SINV glycoproteins, and it was targeted to human B cells via CD20. 70 To generate CD20-SINV-LV, a complete CD20-specific monoclonal antibody was co-incorporated into the lentiviral particles. Indeed, this vector was able to exclusively transduce activated human CD20 + B cells both in vitro and in vivo in a human peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) xenograft model. However, although the vector could readily transduce fully activated primary B cells, evidence on transduction of the resting B cells is so far lacking.
Another promising candidate for targeted gene delivery into human B cells was developed by Funke and colleagues 85 using the modified MV glycoproteins for retargeting. Display of a CD20-specific scFv on the vector surface enabled selective long-term transduction of CD20 + cell lines and primary activated B cells in vitro. Most importantly, CD20-MV-LV also transduced unstimulated, fully resting primary human B cells. Engagement of CD20-MV-LV with the CD20 receptor induced minimal stimulation of the resting B cells, which resulted in upregulation of the activation marker CD71 on the cell surface and their transition from the G0 phase into the G1b phase of the cell cycle. 58 To expand the panel of CD20-targeted LVs, TPMV-LVs were also retargeted using the same CD20-specific scFv. 86 Remark- ably, CD20-TPMV-LV transduced both activated and quiescent human primary B lymphocytes even more efficiently than CD20-MV-LV.
Further improvement in the production of CD20-targeted LVs was achieved with the NiV glycoproteins, which resulted in an upto-three log increase in titers compared to CD20-MV-LV. 66 It will be interesting to test if these vector stocks allow the in vivo genetic modification of B cells upon systemic injection in humanized mouse models.
Important progress toward clinical translation of the CD20-targeted MV-LV was recently achieved by Wang and colleagues. 87 In this interesting study, B cells were isolated from human CD20-transgenic BALB/c mice and used as target cells for genetic modification by CD20-MV-LV to induce tolerance in a mouse model of hemophilia B. Astonishingly, the authors could show that CD20-MV-LV successfully transduced CD20 + mouse B cells, but not CD20 À cells, at similar efficiency as human primary B cells even without prior activation. To evaluate the clinical potential, CD20-transgenic mouse B cells were ex vivo transduced with CD20-MV-LV encoding human FIX, followed by adoptive transfer into recipient mice. Remarkably, treatment with FIX-secreting B cells protected the animals from FIX inhibitor formation following challenge with human FIX, indicating that the treatment had successfully induced tolerance.
To target B cells in all developmental stages, CD19-MV-LV was generated by displaying a CD19-specific scFv. 58 CD19-MV-LV was shown to mediate efficient and exclusive transduction of CD19 + cells in mixed cultures even if only 1% of the total cell population was positive for CD19. Like CD20-MV-LV and CD20-TPMV-LV, CD19-MV-LV stably transduced both fully activated and resting primary human CD19 + B cells, albeit with slightly lower efficiency. Transduced quiescent B cells transiently upregulated the activation markers CD69 and CD71 and transitioned from G0 to G1b phase, indicating minimal activation. Although the exact mechanism still remains to be explored, crosslinking of the target receptor by LV particles displaying multiple scFv molecules resulting in signaling is the most likely scenario. To achieve T cell-specific gene transfer, several cell surface receptors may be targeted (Table 1 ). An obvious candidate receptor for vector retargeting toward T lymphocytes is the T cell-exclusive marker CD3, which is part of the TCR-CD3 receptor complex expressed on all T cell subsets, but not on other cells. Indeed, fusion of an OKT3-derived scFv specific for the CD3ε chain to the MLV glycoprotein led to a preferential transduction of T lymphocytes in vitro. 89 Moreover, the vector was able to efficiently transduce quiescent T cells, which was accompanied by upregulation of activation markers and entry into the G1b phase of the cell cycle. This indicates that CD3-MLV/VSV-LV partially retained the activating property of the parental antibody OKT3. Due to the presence of the wild-type VSV G in the vector particles, however, its use is rather restricted to in vitro applications.
Targeting of CD3 was also achieved by co-incorporation of a fulllength, membrane-anchored OKT3 antibody along with the modified SINV glycoproteins into LV particles. 90 The resulting CD3-SINV-LV mediated selective transduction of CD3 + Jurkat cells and activated primary human T lymphocytes in vitro, albeit at very low percentages. Transduction by CD3-SBV-LV decreased following treatment of the cells with ammonium chloride, confirming that CD3-SBV-LV cell entry is dependent on endocytosis of the targeted receptor. While proof of concept could be obtained in this study, gene transfer efficiency into primary human T cells with CD3-SBV-LV was very low, with only 5% of T cells transduced at day 4 post-transduction, which limits its use in therapeutic applications.
More promising data were generated with LVs equipped with modified paramyxovirus glycoproteins. To date, three highly specific and efficient LVs were described, two of which are targeted to CD8 on human cytotoxic T cells, 56, 66 while the third recognizes human CD4 as entry receptor. 57 The latter is especially interesting, as it is displaying a CD4-specific DARPin as targeting domain. As a result, CD4-MV-LV is exquisitely specific for human CD4 + T cells and can be produced at titers sufficient for in vivo applications. 57 Moreover, it mediates efficient transduction of quiescent and minimally stimulated primary T lymphocytes. A very interesting observation was the induction of a temporary CD4 downregulation following transduction by CD4-MV-LV. As CD4 is linked to T cell activation pathways, its crosslinking with the vector particles could have triggered cell signaling and, thus, may explain the ability of CD4-MV-LV to transduce unstimulated cells.
The therapeutic potential of CD4-MV-LV was underlined by its ability to specifically modify CD4 + T cells with the HIV viral entry inhibitor maC46 in vitro, protecting them from infection with HIV. Furthermore, CD4-MV-LV was able to introduce an ErbB2-specific CAR selectively into over 90% of all CD4 + cells present in cultured human PBMCs. The generated CAR T cells were functionally active, as demonstrated by specific lysis of ErbB2 + tumor cells and secretion of the pro-inflammatory cytokines interferon g (IFNg) and tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-a) following antigen exposure. 57 Highly encouraging results were also obtained with the CD8-targeted LV CD8-MV-LV, which is not only highly selective for CD8 + cytotoxic T cells present in human PBMCs but also, like CD4-MV-LV, transduces T lymphocytes that are minimally stimulated by IL-7. 56 Additionally, TCR T cells generated with CD8-MV-LV lysed tumor cells more efficiently than conventionally generated CD8 + TCR T cells. Enhanced killing went along with a higher CD8 density on the transduced cells, a higher degree of activation, and elevated expression of cytolytic effector molecules. This could be attributed to the particular properties of the displayed scFv derived from the antibody OKT8, which has been shown to induce cytotoxic effector functions following CD8 binding. 91 Exchanging the MV glycoproteins against those of NiV recently enabled the increase of vector titers to 10 8 TU/mL, 66 an important step toward translating this promising vector type into the clinic.
One concern still to be addressed is the expression of CD4 and CD8 on other cell types. CD4 is also expressed on myeloid cells, such as dendritic cells (DCs), monocytes, and macrophages, 92 while the Targeted by display of homodimeric CD8aa isoform of CD8 is found on subsets of DCs 93 and natural killer (NK) cells. 94 However, since these cell types represent cell populations that are hard to transduce even when appropriately cultivated and activated ex vivo, transduction after systemic vector administration may be unlikely. Yet, the targeted vectors have to be carefully assessed for transduction of these and other receptor-positive cell types both ex vivo and in vivo.
In Vivo Gene Delivery
An exciting application for lymphocyte-targeted LVs is their systemic administration for in vivo gene delivery, which would make complex ex vivo manipulations of lymphocytes obsolete. Mouse models suitable for the evaluation of LVs targeted to markers on human lymphocytes must be immunodeficient and transplanted with human leukemic tumor cells, primary human PBMCs (PBMC-NOD-scid IL2rgnull [NSG] model), or with human CD34 + hematopoietic stem cells (CD34-NSG model). 95 Mice subcutaneously transplanted with human T cell lines such as Jurkat cells can be a first step; however, these cells are much easier to transduce and not distributed in the circulation. A major advantage of the CD34-NSG model is the maturation and education of human thymocytes in the mouse environment, which leads to an induction of tolerance and prevents xenogeneic activation and associated adverse reactions like graftversus-host disease (GvHD). 95 Furthermore, the human T cells in these mice exhibit a resting state While they are thus less susceptible toward transduction by viral vectors, this better reflects the physiological situation. Alternatively, transgenic mice expressing the human target receptor on the relevant lymphocyte subpopulation can be used as, e.g., human CD20 on mouse B lymphocytes. 87 Here, however, murine restriction factors can block transduction at post-entry steps, potentially reducing gene delivery efficiency with LVs. 96 First attempts to achieve lymphocyte-specific gene transfer in vivo were carried out in PBMC-or Jurkat cell-transplanted mice. To investigate CD20-specific transduction, immunodeficient mice were transplanted by intravenous (i.v.) injection of human PBMCs, followed by almost immediate vector application 6 hr later.
70 CD20-restricted transduction of the explanted human cells was observed 2 days later. While the data suggested vector selectivity, the stability of gene transfer was not investigated, and pseudo-transduction, i.e., transfer of GFP as protein, cannot be ruled out. The T cell-targeted CD3-SINV-LV was evaluated in a subcutaneous Jurkat cell xenograft mouse model. 90 In this experiment, CD3-SINV-LV carrying luciferase and GFP as transgenes seemed to preferentially transduce CD3 + Jurkat cells, as judged by bioluminescence imaging several days post-injection. However, GFP expression in explanted cells was not evaluated, which limits conclusions about the selectivity of gene transfer.
Selectivity for lymphocytes was impressively demonstrated with paramyxoviral glycoprotein-based LVs delivering reporter and also therapeutic genes. CD4-MV-LV has been the first of these vectors tested in PBMC-NSG and CD34-NSG mice. Selective transduction of between 1% and 15% of human T cells was found after local intrasplenic or systemic intravenous injection in both mouse models. 57 Notably, full activation of the circulating T cells in CD34-NSG mice by i.v. injection of the T cell-activating antibody OKT3, prior to systemic vector injection or minimal stimulation of T cells by injection of the homeostatic cytokine IL-7, did not change the outcome. Remarkably, CD4-restricted GFP expression was observed in both experiments, indicating that minimal stimulation of T cells by IL-7 administration is sufficient for gene delivery by CD4-MV-LV. This is especially important because IL-7 has been demonstrated to be safe and efficient in the stimulation of T cells in clinical applications. 97 To evaluate the translational potential of CD4-MV-LV, the vector was used to deliver the therapeutically relevant FoxP3 gene to generate human regulatory T cells in vivo. NSG mice were intraperitoneally (i.p.) transplanted with unstimulated human PBMCs, followed by the administration of CD4-MV-LV delivering FoxP3 and a truncated nerve growth factor receptor (DNGFR) as reporter 2 days later. Up to 5% of DNGFR + /CD4 + cells could be detected 2 months after CD4-MV-LV was applied, showing that CD4-MV-LV can be used for sustained in vivo T cell reprogramming. Clearly, other applications of this powerful vector lie at hand: delivery of antiviral genes to HIV-infected CD4 + T cells is one example.
Another option of tremendous importance is the in vivo delivery of TCR or CAR genes by T lymphocyte-targeted LVs, possibly circumventing the tedious ex vivo manufacturing of TCR and CAR T cells. Proof of concept for the in vivo generation of functionally active CAR T cells by a single injection of a CD8-targeted LV was recently obtained by Pfeiffer and colleagues. 98 In this study, CD8-NiV-LV delivered a CD19-CAR directly and selectively to human cytotoxic CD8 + T cells of PBMC-NSG and CD34-NSG mouse models. In both models, high numbers of CD8 + CAR T cells were present in spleen and blood, while CD8
À cells remained devoid of CAR genes.
The fraction of CAR + cells encompassed up to 50% of the CD8 + T cells in some tissues of the PBMC-NSG mice and up to 14% in CD34-NSG mice. The overall expression level of the CAR in the fully humanized model was lower in comparison to the results obtained with PBMC-humanized mice, likely due to the minimal activation and lack of xenogeneic stimulation of the T cells in these animals. Most importantly, the generation of CAR T cells in this model was accompanied by the development of cytokine release syndrome (CRS)-like syndromes in some mice. Abnormal behavior, including apathy and neurological symptoms, went along with elevated inflammatory cytokines, including IL-6, IFNg, and GM-CSF. Histological examination of various organs showed infiltration of CD8 + T cells, elimination of CD19 + cells from B lymphocyte-rich zones in spleen, as well as infiltration into the brain parenchyma, indicating that the observed syndrome is indeed reminiscent of CRS in human CAR T cell-treated patients. 99 Taken together, this study clearly demonstrates the translational potential of T cell-targeted LVs in state-ofthe-art immunotherapy.
Conclusions
Lymphocytes will remain in focus of gene therapy strategies as one of the most relevant cell types for many different types of diseases. The substantial progress made in LV surface engineering during the past years now allows the selective genetic engineering of defined subtypes of lymphocytes not only ex vivo, e.g., in cultivated human PBMCs but also in vivo upon systemic injection. Vector specificity was clearly demonstrated in many studies conducted by now.
The list of important target receptors on lymphocytes is by far not yet covered with the available vector types. Markers of less differentiated T cells could be an attractive target to achieve selective gene delivery into naive T cells. Besides, also NK cells that constitute the third group of lymphocytes are currently attracting more and more attention, especially since CAR-NK cells have shown promising clinical results. 100 With NKp46, a first marker on these cells was recently targeted. 80 Apart from immunotherapy, T cell-targeted LVs may be able to target the small reservoir of HIV latently infected cells. 101 Receptor-targeted LVs recognizing this reservoir may have the potential to solve this delivery problem. In this case and potentially also others, however, target cells of interest may not be sufficiently defined by only a single cell surface marker but rather through the combination of two or more markers. It will be an important future task to develop the existing targeting strategies further to cope with this situation. Entering cells via binding to a primary attachment site followed by contacting the actual entry receptor, as it is exemplified by the cell entry of HIV, could be a natural template for this endeavor.
CAR T cell therapy is an attractive straightforward application for these vectors. This refers primarily to the in vivo delivery of CARs, a strategy that could substantially reduce the economic burden that the complex and cost-intensive ex vivo manipulation of T lymphocytes will cause. In this context, it is important to mention that a surface-engineered, fully synthetic nanoparticle targeted against murine CD3 has recently been shown to fulfill this task in a syngeneic mouse model. 102 A transposase packaged along with the CAR gene into the interior of the particles mediated stable integration of the CAR gene into dividing T cells. Although this completely new type of gene delivery particle may still be far away from clinical applications, its development illustrates the different strategies followed and, thus, underlines the importance of this field. Besides in vivo CAR delivery, LVs targeted to subtypes of T cells may also improve ex vivo CAR gene delivery, since gene transfer into resting or minimally stimulated lymphocytes may reduce the complexity and cost of the current production process.
It will now be important to collect experience with these vectors in clinical applications. A first study with a surface-engineered LV targeted to DCs has recently been initiated. 103 For in vivo delivery, large animal models will be important to be assessed next. This will show if the promising data seen in mouse models can indeed be translated to human patients. With the engineered NiV glycoproteins, production of receptor-targeted LVs has been substantially improved, now coming closer to titers obtained with VSV-LVs. 66 Whether this will be sufficient to achieve GMP-compliant production for LVs with surfaceengineered envelopes will have to be addressed in future studies toward the clinical translation of these promising new types of vector particles. 
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